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Abstract The 2005 Mw 8.6 Nias–Simeulue earthquake was caused by rupture of
a portion of the Sunda megathrust offshore northern Sumatra. This event occurred
within an array of continuous Global Positioning System (GPS) stations and produced
measurable vertical displacement of the fringing coral reefs above the fault rupture.
Thus, this earthquake provides a unique opportunity to assess the source character-
istics of a megathrust event from the joint analysis of seismic data and near-field
static co-seismic displacements. Based on the excitation of the normal mode data
and geodetic data we put relatively tight constraints on the seismic moment and the
fault dip, where the dip is determined to be 8� to 10� with corresponding moments
of 1.24 � 1022 to 1.00 � 1022 N m, respectively. The geodetic constraints on slip
distribution help to eliminate the trade-off between rupture velocity and slip kine-
matics. Source models obtained from the inversion of various combinations of the
teleseismic body waves and geodetic data are evaluated by comparing predicted and
observed long-period seismic waveforms (100–500 sec). Our results indicate a rela-
tively slow average rupture velocity of 1.5 to 2.5 km/sec and long average rise time
of up to 20 sec. The earthquake nucleated between two separate slip patches, one
beneath Nias and the other beneath Simeulue Island. The gap between the two patches
and the hypocentral location appears to be coincident with a local geological disrup-
tion of the forearc. Coseismic slip clearly tapers to zero before it reaches the trench
probably because the rupture propagation was inhibited when it reached the accre-
tionary prism. Using the models from joint inversions, we estimate the peak ground
velocity on Nias Island to be about 30 cm/sec, an order of magnitude slower than
for thrust events in continental areas. This study emphasizes the importance of util-
izing multiple datasets in imaging seismic ruptures.

Introduction

The characteristics of large subduction earthquakes—in
particular those regarding the rupture kinematics and near-
field ground motion—remain poorly known. This is a major
societal concern since many of the world’s largest cities are
situated close to subduction plate boundaries. Because great
events have long repeat times, generally hundreds of years,
few of them have been recorded by modern geophysical in-
struments. In addition, along most subduction zones the seis-
mogenic portion of the plate interface lies offshore, making
the near-field area inaccessible for direct observation. In the
few case studies where geodetic or strong-motion data can
be compared with far-field seismological data, it appears that
shaking was less severe than in earthquakes of similar mag-
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nitude in other tectonic settings. Specific examples include
the 1985 Mw 8.1 Michoacan earthquake offshore Mexico
(Anderson et al., 1986), the 2003 Mw 8.1 Tokachi-oki earth-
quake offshore Hokkaido (Honda et al., 2004), and the 1995
Mw 8.1 Antofagasta earthquake offshore Chile (Ruegg et al.,
1996). It is, however, unclear whether relatively moderate
shaking is a general characteristic of subduction events and
whether it is related to propagation effects, to the radiation
pattern, or to other source characteristics. The recent 2005
Mw 8.6 Nias–Simeulue earthquake (Fig. 1) is unique in that
(1) it occurred within an array of continuously recording
Global Positioning System (GPS) stations, the Sumatran GPS
Array (SuGAr), and (2) several islands lying above the seis-
mogenic rupture made it possible to measure vertical dis-
placements from the uplift or subsidence of fringing coral
reefs (Briggs et al., 2006). These datasets provide excellent
constraints on the distribution and magnitude of slip and
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Figure 1. Location of the Nias earthquake. The
hypocenters of the 2004 Aceh–Andaman earthquake
and 2005 Nias earthquake are show with red stars.
The surface projection of the fault plane is demon-
strated by the blue rectangle. The vertical component
cGPS data displacements are shown in black, and the
horizontals are shown in red. Each coral measurement
point is shown with a black circle filled with a color
scaled with the measured uplift or subsidence. The
Simeulue, Nias, and Banyak islands are also shown
for reference. The stations used in joint inversions are
shown on the beach ball (red for P waves and blue
for SH waves)

make the determination of a more reliable rupture history
possible.

Various combinations of teleseismic waveforms and the
geodetic dataset are used here to derive a finite source model
of the earthquake and to assess their corresponding strong
ground motions. Seismic waveforms can be used on their
own to invert for fault-slip histories (Ammon et al., 2005),
but such modeling is generally nonunique, due to trade-offs
between rise time (time for static offsets to develop), slip
magnitude, and rupture velocity. The availability of near-
field geodetic data significantly reduces these trade-offs. The
above source models are tested against long-period data and
normal mode excitations, utilizing the sensitivity of these
datasets to moment of the earthquake and dip of the fault.

Seismological and Geodetic Data Used in
Determining Source Models

Azimuth and relative simplicity were the principal cri-
teria for selecting the teleseismic waveforms from the IRIS
network (Fig. 1, inset). Simplicity is judged by examining
smaller aftershock observations and picking stations with the
least number of unidentified phases. The broadband seis-
mograms were bandpass filtered from 0.8 sec (P waves) and
2 sec (SH waves) to 200 sec. The long-period seismograms

were selected between 40� and 100� distance and bandpass
filtered from 100 to 500 sec. Normal modes spectrum below
1 mHz (�1000 sec) are generated by Hann tapering 144 hr
of time series prior to discrete Fourier transformation.

We use two types of geodetic data, GPS and coral micro-
atoll measurements, to characterize coseismic surface defor-
mation due to the Nias–Simeulue rupture. An array of con-
tinuously recording GPS (cGPS) stations, SuGAr, had been
deployed in the years and months preceding the Nias–
Simeulue earthquake. The stations record at a 120-sec sam-
pling rate, and the data are available from the Caltech Tec-
tonics Observatory web site (www.tectonics.caltech.edu/
sumatra/data). These data and those from the cGPS station
at Indonesian National Coordinating Agency for Surveys
and Mapping site SAMP near Medan along the northeast
coast of Sumatra were used to estimate the coseismic dis-
placements (Briggs et al., 2006). Two GPS stations on Nias
(LHWA) and Simeulue Islands (BSIM) recorded large
(�2 m) coseismic displacements for the Nias–Simeulue
earthquake (Fig. 1). The stations LEWK (to the north) and
PTLO and PBAI (to the south) constrain the extent of the
rupture in the lateral direction. The GPS coseismic displace-
ments (Briggs et al., 2006) were determined by least-squares
fitting the time series from a model consisting of a linear
trend for the secular interseismic motion, a heaviside func-
tion for the coseismic, an exponential term for postseismic
displacement, and sinusoidal terms to correct for annual and
semiannual variations (see http://sopac.ucsd.edu for details).
The data from the day of the earthquake were discarded.
Most of the SUGAR stations in the epicentral area were de-
ployed in January so that the preseismic dataset is limited.
The estimates obtained from this approach are consistent
with more elaborated models of the postseismic deformation
within a few centimeters, showing that the exponential decay
law assumed here does not introduce any significant bias
(Hsu et al., 2006). In addition, preliminary results from
120-sec solutions show no resolvable postseismic deforma-
tion during the first day (S. Owen, personal comm., 2006).
Uncertainties are of the order of 0.1–1 cm at the 1r confi-
dence level. These measurements and their uncertainties are
listed in Table 1.

The second geodetic dataset comes from field measure-
ments of coseismic uplift and subsidence (Briggs et al.,
2006) utilizing Porites coral microatolls, which act as natural
recorders of sea level changes with accuracies of a few cen-
timeters (Scoffin and Stoddard, 1978; Taylor et al., 1987;
Zachariasen et al., 2000). Coseismic uplift or subsidence can
be determined readily from the change in elevation between
the preearthquake and postearthquake highest level of sur-
vival of living corals with errors of �6–25 cm. The coral
data of Briggs et al. (2006) reveal a peak in surface displace-
ment along the west coast of Nias and Simeulue, a trough
in displacement between these islands and mainland Suma-
tra, and a line of no vertical displacement between these two
zones of deformation. The measurements were collected
about 2 to 3 months after the mainshock and, therefore, in-
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Table 1
List of Continuous GPS Stations with Coseismic Offsets and Associated 1r Error Estimates

Station
Name Longitude Latitude

East
(cm)

rE

(cm) North rN

Vertical
(cm) rZ

ABGS 99.3875 0.2208 �4.54 0.47 �1.17 0.15 �1.48 0.64
BSAT 100.29 �3.08 0.52 0.12 �0.28 0.06 0.00 0.30
BSIM 96.326 2.409 �179.16 0.24 �150.54 0.74 159.59 0.17
LEWK 95.8041 2.9236 �11.30 0.20 6.83 0.45 0.66 0.42
LHWA 97.1345 1.3836 �308.31 0.75 �331.97 0.91 288.11 0.37
LNNG 101.1565 �2.2853 0.55 0.19 �0.50 0.13 �0.99 0.39
MKMK 101.0914 �2.5427 0.54 0.19 �0.44 0.14 �0.52 0.35
MSAI 99.0895 �1.3264 2.03 0.58 �0.48 0.21 �1.42 0.74
NGNG 99.2683 �1.7997 0.85 0.15 �0.67 0.09 �0.96 0.25
PBAI 98.5262 �0.0316 �0.85 0.34 �5.38 0.21 �5.51 0.58
PRKB 100.3996 �2.9666 0.82 0.24 �0.35 0.15 �0.79 0.39
PSKI 100.35 �1.12 0.36 0.20 �0.66 0.09 �0.91 0.22
PSMK 97.8609 �0.0893 �8.87 0.81 �79.00 0.37 26.37 1.04
PTLO 98.28 �0.05 8.22 0.38 �14.95 0.19 �0.59 0.25
UMLH 95.339 5.0531 �3.58 1.58 �5.76 1.40 1.26 1.58
SAMP 98.7147 3.6216 �12.16 0.64 �13.85 0.26 1.33 0.44

Table 3
Velocity Models Used in the Inversion, Modified from Crust 2.0

at the Location of the Epicenter (97.013� E, 2.074� N)

Depth (km) vP (km/sec) vS (km/sec) q (kg/m3) l(GPa)

0–1 2.1 1.0 2100 2.1
1–8 6.0 3.4 2700 31.2
8–15 6.6 3.7 2900 39.7

15–22 7.2 4.0 3100 49.6
�22 8.1 4.5 3380 68.5

Table 2
Corners of the Planar Fault Geometry

Latitude Longitude Depth (km)

�0.63 97.27 3.8
2.42 95.10 3.8
0.98 99.58 59
4.03 97.45 59

Strike, 325�, dip, 10�.

clude some amount of postseismic deformation. Modeling
of postseismic deformation using the cGPS data (Hsu et al.,
2006) predicts vertical postseismic displacements over the
first month at the coral measurement points of just a few
centimeters. These postseismic displacements are generally
about 5% of the measured uplift or subsidence, except at the
few points near the down-dip end of the rupture zone. Hence,
we assume that a correction for postseismic deformation can
be neglected in this study.

The dataset used to derive the source models in this
article consist of three-component displacements measured
at 16 cGPS stations, 70 measurements of vertical displace-
ment from coral reefs, and 26 seismic records (16 P and
10 SH) (Fig. 1).

Inversion of Teleseismic Waveforms and Geodetic
Data: Modeling Approach

The geodetic data and seismological waveforms were
used to determine the finite source model of the rupture pa-
rameterized in terms of a grid of point sources. We employed
a simulated annealing algorithm to fit the wavelet transform
of the seismograms (Ji et al. 2002). For the sake of simplic-
ity, we assumed a planar fault plane constrained to meet the
Earth’s surface at the trench taking into account the �4-km
depth of the trench (Fig. 1). Given the curvature of the trench
both along strike and down-dip, this is only a first-order
approximation. The dip angle was determined to be 10�
based on normal mode excitations and geodetic misfits as
discussed below. The geometry of the plane is given in
Table 2.

The rupture velocity and the rake angle (80�–115�) vary
within given ranges, except for specific cases discussed later.
We used 16 km by 16 km subfaults, similar to that used for
the Aceh–Andaman earthquake (Ammon et al., 2005, model
3). This grid size was found to offer a good compromise to

keep the number of model parameters as low as possible
while keeping discretization errors small. We used the hypo-
center given by the NEIC (97.013� E, 2.074� N, 30 km). We
extracted a one-dimensional (1D) velocity model from the
crustal model 3D Crust 2.0 (Bassin et al., 2000) at the epi-
center (Table 3).

The displacement field generated by an earthquake can
be approximated by summing up the contributions from the
various elements (Hartzell and Helmberger, 1982)

n m

r ˙u(t) � D • Y ( x , t � d /V ) • S (t) (1)� � jk jk jk jk jk
j�1 k�1

where j and k are indices of summation along strike and dip,
respectively, Yjk are the subfault Green’s functions, Djk the
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dislocations, Vjk are the rupture velocities between the hy-
pocenter and subfaults, and djk are the distance of the sub-
fault from the hypocenter. The rise time for each element is
given by Sjk(t). Both the Vjks and Sjk(t)s control the timing
of the contribution from each subfault. Thus, the Vjks and
Sjk(t)s are extremely important in estimating strong motions.
We approximate the latter as a modified cosine function de-
fined by one parameter, as first proposed by Cotton and
Campillo (1995). This greatly reduces the number of param-
eters compared to the multiple time window used by most
researchers (see Ji et al. [2002] for a discussion of this issue).
The static displacements are calculated with the method de-
veloped by Xie and Yao (1989) using the same layered elas-
tic half-space (Table 3) as for the modeling of the seismic
waves.

Determination of Seismic Moment and
Fault-Dip Angle

The long-period excitation of a point source depends on
the source depth, fault geometry, and the seismic moment
(Kanamori and Stewart, 1976). In the case of a shallow-
dipping thrust fault, the amplitude of excitation is propor-
tional to M0 sin2d, where M0 is the moment and d is the dip
angle (Kanamori and Given, 1981), so that the shallower the
dip angle, the larger the inferred moment. Therefore without
further constraints, it is not possible to get the dip and mo-
ment separately from normal mode excitations. The near-
field geodetic data shows an opposite trade-off. The shal-
lower the fault-dip angle, the smaller the moment required
for the measured displacements. Therefore, the fault-dip an-
gle can be constrained from adjusting the geometry and mo-
ment to fit both normal mode amplitudes and geodetic data.

In practice, for any prescribed dip angle, we constrained
the moment to the value required to fit the normal mode
amplitudes. Given that the centroid moment tensor (CMT)
solution indicates a dip angle of 8� for the east dipping
plane, we have tested dip angle values between 8� to 12�
(Table 4). In order to accurately compute the very long pe-
riod normal modes, we take into account the coupling caused
by Earth’s rotation, ellipticity, and heterogeneities of Earth
structure (Park and Gilbert, 1986; Dahlen and Tromp, 1998).
Following Park et al. (2005) we compute the normal mode
spectrum, which includes the three-dimensional (3D) earth
model (Ritsema et al., 1999) and a group-coupling scheme
(Deuss and Woodhouse, 2001). The result of this exercise is
that for a dip angle of 12�, the moment is 8.3 � 1021 N m,
for 10� it is 1 � 1022 N m and for an 8� we get 1.24 � 1022

N m. For each assumed dip angle we have computed source
models derived from the inversion of the geodetic and tele-
seismic data. We have compared the quality of the fit to the
geodetic data provided by each source model based on the
reduced chi-square criteria defined as:

i�n 2i i1 (pred � ob )2v � , (2)r � � �n ri�1 i

where n is the number of geodetic data ri is the uncertainty
associated for the each measurement obi, predi is the pre-
dicted displacement at site i. Our results show that the source
model with a dip angle of 12� yields a higher reduced chi-
square (�21) compared to dip angle of 8� and 10� (�14).
The moment required to fit the normal modes for a dip angle
of 12� does not allow slip amplitudes large enough to explain
the near-field coseismic displacements. Therefore, the av-
erage dip angle has to be less than 12�. The lower bound to
the fault dip comes from geometrical considerations. Given
the hypocenter of the earthquake, a dip angle of less than 8�
would meet the earth surface at a considerable distance from
the trench. Since the subducting plate’s dip angle usually
decreases trenchward, a dip of less than 8� is geometrically
not plausible. In this study, we chose to use a dip of 10� and
a moment of 1 � 1022 N m. The corresponding fit to the
normal mode excitations is shown in Figure 2.

Source Models Obtained from the Inversion of
Teleseismic Waveforms and Geodetic Data

Since three different datasets are included into the in-
version, we tested various solutions and combinations to un-
derstand the constraints provided by each particular dataset
(Fig. 3). In the source inversions shown in Figure 3, rupture
velocity is allowed to vary from 1.5 km/sec to 2.5 km/sec
and rise time for each subfault is between 2 and 32 sec. The
rupture velocity range was determined by carefully exam-
ining misfits of a variety of rupture velocity solutions and
will be discussed subsequently. We also performed joint in-
versions in which the rupture velocity was fixed to some
constant value.

The misfit between the measurement and synthetic
waveforms is quantified by the sum of L1 and L2 norms

j�jc kj1
e � W • | o � y |1 � j � j,k j,k�kj�j kjmin

1 2� (o � y ) , (3)� j,k j,k ��kj

where oj,k and yj,k are the wavelet coefficients of the observed
and synthetic seismogram for station k and wavelet index j
and wj is the weight of each wavelet channel (Ji et al., 2002).
The errors of waveforms are normalized by dividing the cal-
culated error with the error calculated from a random model.
The model obtained from the inversion of only the seismic
data (Fig. 3a) yields an error of 0.14. The fit to the wave-
forms is indeed quite good (Fig. 4a). By contrast, this model
provides a very poor fit to the geodetic data (Fig. 5a), while
models utilizing both geodetic and seismic data (Fig. 3c,d)
fit geodetic data very well (Fig. 5c,d). The misfit to the wave-
forms does not vary much when the geodetic data are taken
into account (Fig. 4b,c) and remains in the 0.15–0.20 range
(Table 4).
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Table 4
Characteristics of Source Models Discussed in This Study

Dataset Dip
Vr

(km/sec)
Rise Time

(sec)
Moment

Magnitude
Waveform

Misfit†
Geodetic Misfit

(vr
2)‡

Seismic 10 1.5–2.5 2–32 8.6* 0.14 12684.0
cGPS and corals 10 1.5–2.5 — 8.6* — 5.21
Seismic, cGPS 10 1.5–2.5 2–32 8.6* 0.17 77.4
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 10 1.5–2.5 2–32 8.6* 0.175 11.8
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 10 1.5 2–32 8.6* 0.232 5.4
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 10 2.0 2–32 8.6* 0.189 12.1
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 10 2.5 2–32 8.6* 0.191 13.3
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 10 3.0 2–32 8.6* 0.204 13.3
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 10 2–2.5 2–32 8.6* 0.175 15.0
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 10 1.5 2–32 8.74 0.182 19.4
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 10 2.0 2–32 8.71 0.171 16.5
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 10 2.5 2–32 8.64 0.183 12.1
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 10 3.0 2–32 8.62 0.202 14.6
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 8 2–2.5 2–32 8.66* 0.174 14.4
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 12 2–2.5 2–32 8.55* 0.181 21.3
Seismic 15 1.5–2.5 2–32 8.8 0.150 12,923.0
cGPS and corals 15 — — 8.59 — 14.6
Seismic, cGPS, and corals 15 1–3 10 8.64 0.169 18.4

*Moment is constrained to the given value a priori in the source inversion.
†The waveform misfits are a combination of L1 and L2 norms (Ji et al., 2002).
‡The fit to the geodetic data is quantified from the reduced chi-square as defined by equation (2).

The geodetic inversion (Fig. 3b) was performed with
same smoothness and rake parameters as the seismic and
joint inversions. Each geodetic measurement is weighted by
the 1/r2 error, where r is the associated uncertainty for each
cGPS component or coral measurement point. When only
the geodetic data were considered in the inversion, we obtain
a reduced chi-square value of 5.2 (Table 3). This misfit larger
than unity is due in part to a few points at which the residuals
exceed notably the uncertainties on the geodetic measure-
ments. The distribution of residuals show that most residuals
are about 2 times the uncertainty but that two GPS stations
(BSIM and LHWA), contribute most to the misfit with resid-
uals 5 to 10 times larger than the uncertainties on each com-
ponent. If these two outliers are removed the reduced chi-
square value is close to 3. In fact, the weighted root mean
square (rms) on the misfits to the GPS horizontal measure-
ment is about 0.45 cm, while assigned uncertainties are of
the order of 0.2 cm, weighted rms on the coral data is about
15 cm, similar to assigned data uncertainties. So either the
uncertainties on the some GPS measurements with large dis-
placements were underestimated or the model geometry is
too simplistic. Approximating the ruptured fault by a single
plane is certainly a poor approximation given the curved
shape of the trench in the area and probable down-dip cur-
vature of the plate interface. Because of the lack of detailed
geophysical constraints on the fault geometry we hold to that
approximation for simplicity.

The comparison of joint inversions (Fig. 3c,d) with the
purely seismic and geodetic inversions (Fig. 3a,b) shows that
the slip distribution is primarily constrained by the geodetic
data. Although the joint inversion models are quite different
than the pure teleseismic inversion model in terms of slip

distribution, the fit to the waveforms is almost equally good
(Fig. 4, Table 4). This result emphasizes the nonuniqueness
of the solution when only the teleseismic data is used, and
the importance of bringing in near-field geodetic constraints,
especially for large megathrust earthquakes. Both joint in-
versions (Fig. 5c,d) show two high-slip patches beneath Nias
and Simeulue islands respectively, with a slip deficiency
around the hypocenter. The addition of coral data into the
joint inversion provides a better spatial coverage and yields
a smoother slip distribution (Fig. 5d) compared to the model
derived from the teleseismic and cGPS data (Fig. 5c), which
shows slip patches biased by the distribution of GPS stations.

The predicted uplift from these models, along with the
coral uplift measurements, are shown in Figure 6. Note that
the inversion of teleseismic data alone yields a model which
seems inadequate to fit the measured pattern of uplift
(Fig. 6a). This model predicts high uplift very close to the
trench which is not compatible with the modest tsunami pro-
duced by this earthquake. Geodetic and joint inversions (Fig.
6b–d) show that the largest uplift is on the northwest of Nias
Island, where the cGPS station LHWA recorded about 3 m
of uplift and 4.3 m of horizontal displacement toward the
trench (Fig. 1). The models derived using both the cGPS and
the coral data (Fig. 6b, d) show a more elongated uplift pat-
tern along western Nias Island, while the model using cGPS
and seismic data predicts a more circular pattern centered
near LHWA, the GPS station with the highest displacement.
This shows that the spatial coverage of the coral uplift data
helps resolve the shape of the asperity. Another advantage
of implementing the coral data into inversions is to constrain
the pivot line cutting through the southeast of Nias Island.

In Figure 7, the rupture velocity is fixed to 1.5, 2, 2.5,
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Figure 2. Prediction of Earth’s normal modes for
a finite fault model using teleseismic and geodetic
data with dip angle of 10�, Mw 8.6, vr from 1.5 to
2.5 km/sec. (a) Normalized amplitude difference be-
tween synthetics and normal mode data, calculated for
spheroidal modes 0S3, 0S4, 0S0, 0S5, 1S3-3S1-2S2. Num-
ber of stations used to calculate the misfit is given
below. Data to noise ratio for 0S2 and 1S2 are too small
to be analyzed extensively. (b) Normal modes spec-
trum calculated for four stations with good signal-to-
noise ratio: KMBO, SSB, OBN, ECH. Synthetics are
shown in red and data in black.

and 3 km/sec and the corresponding slip distributions and
rise times are shown in panels (a), (b), (c), and (d), respec-
tively. The rise time was allowed to vary from 0 to 32 sec
in these inversions. Even with the simple cosine function
with one parameter used to characterize the time evolution
slip, the model fits the waveform data quite well for a variety
of rupture velocities (Fig. 7). We observe a direct trade-off
between the rupture velocity and rise time since they are
closely linked as indicated by equation (1), especially in the
largest asperity under Nias Island. In the model with vr �
2 km/sec, the rise times S(t) are mostly between 10 and

20 sec, whereas in the model with vr � 3km/sec, rise times
are �25 sec or greater. If the slip amplitudes were not con-
strained by the near-field geodetic data, the trade-off be-
tween rupture velocity and rise times would be more ob-
scure, since slip amplitudes would also be trading-off with
these parameters.

The fit to seismic waveforms are slightly better for the
case where rupture velocity is fixed to 2 km/sec compared
to the cases where it is fixed to some higher or lower value.
The fits to the geodetic data on the other hand get better with
decreasing rupture velocity (Table 4).

Testing the Source Models against Long-Period
Surface Waves

In spite of the constraints provided by the geodetic data,
there are still some trade-offs among the model parameters,
and we are left with several models that fit the data nearly
equally well (Table 4). Since long-period surface waves
were not utilized to constrain the inversions, they can be
used to constrain further the range of viable models. To ac-
count accurately for the 3D structure, ellipticity, gravity, and
rotation, we use a spectral element method (SEM) (Koma-
titsch and Tromp, 2002a, b) to compute synthetic wave-
forms. We use the 3D crustal model Crust 2.0 (Bassin et al.,
2000) and the 3D mantle model s20rts (Ritsema et al., 1999).
Each subfault is inserted as a separate source with the mech-
anism, amplitude, timing, and rise time determined by the
source inversions (Tsuboi et al., 2004).

All of the models fit the long periods (100–500 sec)
reasonably well (Fig. 8). To quantify the fit, we use the
cross-correlation between the data and synthetics in the 400-
sec window centered on the Rayleigh waves. Synthetics
computed using fixed rupture velocity models have cross-
correlation values averaging around 0.97 with better fits in
some azimuths. Thus, our models based on relatively short-
period teleseismic data and static offsets are very compatible
with the seismic data in the 100- to 500-sec-period range.

In the source inversions, the trade-off between the rup-
ture velocity and rise time depends on the apparent velocity
of the modeled phase. The apparent velocities of Rayleigh
waves are about one third of the P waves. As the models
with different kinematic parameters were made to fit the P
and S waves, there will be a phase shift of the Rayleigh
waves depending on the rupture velocity. If the hypocenter
is well located, and correct rupture velocity is used, there
should be no time shift between the data and synthetics.
Rupture velocities of 2–2.5 km/sec give the least average
travel-time shifts relative to the 3D model in order to align
the waveforms (Fig. 8 inset).

Strong-Motion Estimates

We use the source models described above to estimate
the ground motion in the near field, specifically at the lo-
cation of the GPS motion LHWA that lies above the largest
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Figure 3. Slip distributions and 20-sec contours of the rupture front for the various
source models from the inversion of (a) teleseismic, (b) geodetic (cGPS and coral),
(c) teleseismic and cGPS, and (d) teleseismic and all geodetic data. Rupture velocity is
allowed to vary between 1.5 and 2.5 km/sec. White arrows show slip vectors for each
subfault.

asperity. To obtain detailed information about the rupture
process requires near-field seismic data of the type observed
for the well-studied 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. Its strongest
motions were recorded near the famous bridge failure, with
horizontal offsets of 8 m and uplift of 4.5 m. These offsets
occurred in a few seconds and were produced by the nearest
small patch of high slip close to the surface. Peak velocities
of up to 280 cm/sec were observed and successfully modeled
(Ji et al., 2002). For the Nias–Simeulue event we measured
4.5-m horizontal displacement and 2.9-m uplift at the station
LHWA, about half of the motion recorded during the Chi-
Chi earthquake (Fig. 1).

Prediction of the temporal behavior at this location is
displayed for our source models in the frequency range of 1
–5 mHz in Figure 9. The final horizontal displacements in
Figure 9a is reached after 60 sec because nearly the entire
fault contributes to the final displacement. The vertical dis-
placement is not monotonic because slip in each cell on the
megathrust contributes differently to uplift at LHWA. Slip
on cells east of the site produce subsidence, while slip on
cells west of the site produce uplift. Thus a smaller portion
of the fault is responsible for net uplift to sharper offsets and
large vertical velocities. The slight difference between the
predictions by cGPS-only model and the model that uses
both the cGPS and the coral data in Figure 9a is caused by
the small difference in location, of the pivot line in the two

models. Figure 9b shows the various models calculated with
models where rupture velocity is fixed to 1.5, 2, 2.5, and
3 km/sec, respectively. The strong-motion predictions show
considerable variation, but all models produce relatively
weak strong motions. The largest velocity pulses (�45 cm/
sec) are obtained when the rupture velocity is fixed to 3 km/
sec; however, this rupture velocity is an extreme upper
bound for this earthquake. Figure 9b shows that frequency
content of the prediction of ground-motion changes depend-
ing on the assumed rupture velocity. This is a result of trade-
off the between the rupture velocity and rise time discussed
previously. For the higher rupture velocities, the rise times
are longer, creating more long-period near-field pulses, and
for lower rupture velocities, rise times are shorter, creating
local high-frequency data.

Discussion

In this study we attempted to construct a fault-slip
model for a great earthquake that explains a wide range of
datasets. Each dataset provides key constraints but lacks the
individual strength to break the many trade-offs. In this sec-
tion, we will go over the issues that are investigated in this
study and summarize the findings and associated constraints
and limitations. For clarity, we have divided this section into
four subsections, even though they are all closely related—
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Figure 4. Observed (black) and synthetic
(red) teleseismic P and SH waveforms. Station
name, azimuth, and distance are indicated on
the left of each trace. The maximum displace-
ment is shown at the top right of each trace in
microns. (a) Teleseismic, (b) teleseismic and
cGPS, and (c) joint inversion of teleseismic and
all geodetic data.
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Figure 5. Fits to the 16 cGPS and four coral measurements of uplift for the inver-
sions shown in Figure 3. The slip on the fault is also shown in the maps. The data is
in black, the horizontal fits are in red, and vertical fits are shown in gray. (a) Teleseis-
mic, (b) geodetic, (c) teleseismic and cGPS, and (d) joint inversion of teleseismic and
all geodetic data

fault geometry, slip distribution, rupture velocity and rise
time, and evaluation of near-field strong ground motion.

Fault Geometry

The existence of geodetic data along with normal mode
data leads us to estimate the fault-dip angle to be around 8�–
10� with corresponding moment magnitudes of 8.66 to 8.60,
respectively. However, the amplitude of normal mode ex-
citation depends on the moment and hence on the rigidity
structure on the fault. Since we are approximating the sub-
duction zone structure by a 1D velocity model, our estimates

of dip angle and moment can be biased. The excitation of
long-period seismic waves is even more complex if it is on
a structural discontinuity, which is the case for most faults
(Woodhouse, 1981).

It should also be noted that fault dip is more likely to
increase with depth; therefore, searching for a best-fitting
constant dip angle is only a first-order approximation, but it
seems a very reasonable assumption in views of the plate
interface geometry just north of Simeulue derived from the
local monitoring of aftershocks of the 2005 Sumatra earth-
quake (Araki et al., 2006). In addition, Hsu et al. (2006)
have explored the influence of the assumed fault geometry,
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Figure 6. Uplift distribution predicted from the source models obtained from the
inversion of (a) teleseismic, (b) geodetic (cGPS and coral), (c) teleseismic and cGPS,
and (d) teleseismic and all geodetic data. The measured vertical displacements are also
shown in same color scale (circles). Predicted pivot line (line of zero elevation change)
is plotted in white and it separates the uplift from the subsidence.

using both curved and planar fault geometries adjusted to
the position of the trench and to the aftershock distribution,
and found that the sensitivity on the slip distribution is in-
significant. A constant dip angle is thus probably a reason-
able assumption in this study. Further studies of aftershock
relocations using near-field and regional data can help to
constrain the velocity structure and geometry of the subduc-
tion zone.

Slip Distribution

Our study shows the importance of incorporating geo-
detic data to predict the slip distribution with accuracy. The
comparison of the distribution of uplift predicted from the
source model based on the teleseismic data (Fig. 6a) with

those predicted from the other source models makes this
point clear (Fig. 6c,d). For very large earthquakes like the
Nias–Simeulue event, it is a challenge to resolve the slip
with only teleseismic data due to trade-offs. Near-field seis-
mograms would prove very valuable to resolve these trade-
offs to get a better slip distribution and kinematic parameters
with seismology only.

The source models obtained from the joint inversion of
the seismological and geodetic data all show that the slip
distribution tapers to zero very rapidly up-dip of the slip
patches beneath Nias and Simeulue islands. The upward ter-
mination of the rupture down-dip of the trench is probably
due to inhibition of seismic rupture by the poorly lithified
sediments at the toe of the accretionary prism (Byrne et al.,
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Figure 7. Slip and rise-time distributions on the fault for inversion with (a) vr �
1.5 km/sec, (b) vr � 2 km/sec (c) vr � 2.5 km/sec, and (d) vr � 3 km/sec. Rise times
are shown for the subfaults that slip more then 2 m since the ones that slip less can
not be constrained reliably. The rupture front contours are drawn for every 20 sec.
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Figure 8. Fits to 100- to 500-sec bandpass-filtered
waveform fits computed using a 3D SEM for the
model with fixed rupture velocity of 2.5 km/sec (Fig.
7c). The seismograms are 30�–100� distance and are
sorted by azimuth and aligned on the Rayleigh wave
(3.8 km/sec phase velocity). The inset shows the
cross-correlation values (blue circles) and time shifts
(red stars) of the Rayleigh waves for the fixed rupture
velocity models of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 km/sec.

1988). Hsu et al. (2006) showed that the largest afterslip was
observed at the upward termination of the coseismic rupture.

One of the most significant features of the slip pattern
is the saddle in slip values between Nias and Simeulue and
in the vicinity of the Banyak Islands (Fig. 5). This saddle
clearly separates the slip patch to the northwest, near Si-
meulue island, from that to the southeast, under Nias island.
The approximate coincidence of the slip saddle with a major
break in the hanging-wall block of the megathrust is intrigu-
ing. Karig et al. (1980) mapped the Batee fault in this vicin-
ity based on seismic reflection profile, cutting across the fo-
rearc from south of the Banyak islands to the northern tip of
Nias. They judged the right-lateral strike-slip offset of the
continental margin across the fault to be about 90 km. Sieh

and Natawidjaja (2000) speculated, on the basis of bathy-
metric irregularities, that the fault continued in the offshore
immediately north of Nias to the trench. Thus, it is plausible
that the two principal patches of the 2005 earthquake are
separated by a structural break in the forearc. Whether this
structure involves the megathrust itself is unknown. But the
coincidence of the proposed structure and the division of the
2005 rupture suggests the possibility that the megathrust has
a tear or kink between Simeulue and Nias (Briggs et al.,
2006). Newcomb and McCann (1987) proposed, on the basis
of field and tsunami reports, that the Mw 8.3–8.5 16 February
1861 earthquake rupture extended from the equator to the
Banyak Islands. If so, the southern Nias patch of the 2005
earthquake would be a rough repetition of the 1861 rupture.
This has not yet been confirmed by paleoseismic work, but
if true would provide an interesting contrast to the behavior
of the 2005 Nias–Simeulue rupture, which started beneath
the Banyak Islands and propagated bilaterally.

Rupture Velocity and Rise Time

Figure 10 summarizes the results that we obtained by
varying the rupture velocity in joint inversion source models
and the associated (a) geodetic misfit, (b) teleseismic wave-
form misfit, and (c) Rayleigh-wave cross-correlation time
shifts. The geodetic misfit gets lower for the lower rupture
velocities. The rupture velocity of 1.5 km/sec actually yields
the best fit to the geodetic data (Fig. 10a). Teleseismic data,
on the other hand, are best adjusted for the 2 to 2.5 km/sec
rupture velocity range (Fig. 10b). Rayleigh-wave time shifts
also favor a rupture velocity in the 2–2.5 km/sec range
(Fig. 10c). An average rupture velocity of 3 km/sec can be
discarded since it does not fit any of the datasets considered.
Therefore we conclude that average rupture velocity has to
be less than 2.5 km/sec to be consistent with the observa-
tions.

The major difference between the slip models with dif-
ferent rupture velocities is that as the rupture velocity is fixed
to a lower value, the portion of the fault plane around the
hypocenter accumulates more slip. It is the difference in slip
amplitudes near the hypocenter that leads to a better fit to
the geodetic data for the case of vr � 1.5 km/sec. Hence the
observation that the model that best fits to the geodetic data
has a slower velocity (1.5 km/sec) than the models adjusted
to the seismic data (2-2.5 km/sec) suggests a nonuniform
rupture velocity that starts slow at 1.5 km/sec and then ac-
celerates to 2.5 km/sec. Nevertheless the average rupture
velocity is in the range of 1.5–2.5 km/sec. Our estimate of
rupture velocity is consistent with the average rupture ve-
locity of 2.4 km/sec inferred from the azimuthal variation of
T waves recorded at Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean (Guil-
bert et al., 2005; J. Guilbert, personal comm., 2006). A more
detailed modeling of kinematic parameters requires more
near-field strong-motion seismograms.

In Figure 10d, we report the average rise time for 1 m
of slip as a function of assumed rupture velocity. For the
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Figure 9. The estimated time evolution of
ground displacement and velocity at the station
Lahewa (LHWA), Nias Island, for various in-
versions. (a) Predictions for seismic and joint
inversions with GPS and all coral data for rup-
ture velocity varying 1.5–2.5 km/sec., (b) pre-
dictions for joint inversions for fixed rupture
velocities of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 km/sec.

plausible range of rupture velocities, this number is of the
order of 2–3 s, showing that the rise times associated with
this earthquake were relatively long. For the areas that
slipped 10 m, the rise time is at least 20 sec. For a compar-
ison, the best observations of strong motions during a large
subduction earthquake are for the 2003 Mw 8.1 Tokachi-oki
earthquake. The modeling of this earthquake from the near-
field strong-motion seismograms shows rise times of about
20 sec and a maximum slip of 7 m for the largest asperity
closest to the strong-motion stations (Honda et al., 2004)
and about 10 sec on the deeper part of the fault (Yagi, 2004).
The rise times are not as well constrained for the 2004 Mw

9.2 Aceh–Andaman earthquake; however, the seismic in-
versions show that the rise-time functions might be even

longer, over 30 sec, for the largest asperity, which slipped
20 m (Ammon et al., 2005). The typical rise times for con-
tinental events are generally estimated to be a few seconds
(Heaton, 1990). The best constrained continental earthquake
is probably the 1999 Mw 7.6 Chi-Chi earthquake, for which
abundant geodetic and near-field seismic data exist. The rise
times from the largest two asperities of the Chi-Chi earth-
quake are only about 3 sec (Ji et al., 2003) despite coseismic
slip in excess of 12 m, as constrained from GPS and satellite
imagery data (Yu et al., 2001; Dominguez et al., 2003). The
general observation of long rise times for slip during sub-
duction megathrust earthquakes and rapid rise times during
continental earthquakes may reflect a fundamental differ-
ence of frictional properties.
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Figure 10. The fits of the fixed rupture ve-
locity joint inversion models to the datasets
and the plausible ranges for the dataset. (a) v2

misfit to the geodetic data for the various fixed
rupture velocity joint inversion models,
(b) teleseismic waveform misfit, (c) average
Rayleigh wave cross-correlation time shifts in
300- to 500-sec range, and (d) average time
consumed for a 1-m slip to occur on the fault.
The average value is calculated for all the sub-
faults that rupture 5 m or more. The plausible
range of parameters is shown by the yellow
rectangle.

Evaluation of Near-Field Strong Motion

Using the finite source models, we estimate ground mo-
tions in the 1–5 mHz frequency band at the GPS site that had
the greatest measured ground displacement, LHWA (Fig. 9).
Within the bounds of plausible rupture velocities and rise
times, maximum particle velocities in the Nias–Simeulue
earthquake are between 20 and 30 cm/sec, an order of mag-
nitude lower than for the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. These
values are compatible with near-field recordings of strong
motions from earlier smaller subduction zone events. The
peak ground velocity reported from the Mw 8.1 Michoacan
earthquake is about 20 cm/sec (Anderson et al., 1986). The
highest observed ground velocity, filtered lower than 1 Hz
from the Tokachi-oki earthquake is higher: �66 cm/sec
(Yagi, 2004). Most of the stations for the Tokachi-oki earth-
quake are close to the down-dip end of the rupture, implied
by negative vertical displacements on seismograms. There-
fore the strongest motions could be higher than the ones
recorded. It should be noted that despite the long rise times,
the rupture velocity for the Tokachi-Oki earthquake is esti-
mated to be 4.4 km/sec (Yagi, 2004), a much higher value
than our estimations for the Nias–Simeulue earthquake,
leading to higher observed ground motions. These conflict-
ing results emphasize the importance of rupture velocity in
determining the amplitude of the near-field motions in the
subduction events.

There are several factors that may have contributed to
the relatively low particle velocities during the Nias–Simeu-
lue earthquake. First is the purely geometrical difference be-
tween the Nias–Simeulue and Chi-Chi cases. The 6-sec dis-
placement pulse observed on the ground in the Chi-Chi
earthquake occurred within a few kilometers from the rup-
ture, whereas the 60-sec displacement at LHWA during the
Nias–Simeulue earthquake occurred about 20 km above the
megathrust. Thus, the rise time at Chi-Chi was dominated
by a small part of the fault immediately adjacent to the sta-
tion at which the rise time was measured, but the pulse du-
ration at LHWA during the Nias–Simeulue earthquake is an
integrates affect of a larger (150 km by 30 km) patch of
rupture of the megathrust.

Another reason for the long rise time at LHWA is the
low rupture velocity and long rise time on individual cells.
If the rupture velocity was about 80% of the shear velocity
and also the rise times were similar to Chi-Chi earthquake
(�6 sec on the big asperities), the predicted value of the
peak particle velocity would reach to 80 cm/sec.

Yet another reason for the slow rise time at LHWA is
the radiation pattern and rupture directivity. For crustal
strike-slip faults, directivity is known to be a major factor
determining the amount and distribution of damage. In sub-
duction zone earthquakes, rupture propagation is commonly
toward the trench and along strike. The islands are above
the slipping region. Therefore, the islands are not in the di-
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rection of the rupture, and consequently experience lower
peak ground motions. However, even at the trench, our cal-
culations show weak velocity pulses, since the trench is quite
far away from the large offsets. A more detailed study of the
strong motions from great subduction earthquakes and their
dependence on kinematic parameters requires near-field
strong-motion seismograms.

Conclusions

The dip angle and seismic moment of the Nias earth-
quake is estimated to be 8�–10� with corresponding moments
of 1.24 � 1022 to 1.00 � 1022 N m using moment and dip
constrains from normal mode data and geodetic misfits. De-
spite the significant trade-offs between rise time and rupture
velocity, the slip pattern of the Nias–Simeulue event is quite
well determined, due to the constraints on moment and
unique abundance of geodetic data above the source region.
Our analysis implies that the earthquake was caused by the
rupture of two asperities that did not have significant slip
near the trench. A big patch under northern and central Nias
island, with maximum slip of about 15 m, a smaller patch
under southern Simeulue island, and a slip gap between the
two islands are common features of all our joint inversions
(Fig. 5). We estimate kinematic parameters by minimizing
the time shift in the long-period seismograms and misfit to
the dataset used in the inversion. We favor an average rup-
ture velocity of 1.5 to 2.5 km/sec (Fig. 3d). If this is correct,
then the rupture velocity is only 50%–60% of the shear-wave
speed of the 1D model, far lower than rupture velocities seen
during the Chi-Chi and Tokachi-oki earthquakes, for which
rupture velocity was typically about 80%–90% of the shear-
wave speed. Our modeling yields rise times for the Nias–
Simeulue earthquake between 10 and 15 sec, which is simi-
lar to other large subduction zone earthquakes.
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